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Alta Vista introduces Litwin as Investor Relations.
Alta Vista Ventures (UAV-CSE) (the “Company”) is pleased to introduce Mr. Stephen Litwin as Investor
Relations for the Company.
Mr. Litwin’s career in the financial industry and public markets spans over 40 years. He was a
stockbroker for 20 years where he developed an expertise in both the sales and the financial ends of the
small cap. equity markets. Mr. Litwin graduated from the Rochester Institute of Technology with BSc.
and Associate of Applied Science degrees and as a result has always had an interest in emerging
technology.
After his career in the brokerage industry Mr. Litwin transitioned into working for public companies
where he has acted primarily as investor relations predominately for companies in the technology
sector. He has previously worked with Tee Comm and Lumenon, two companies that were considered
to be early entrants to their respective fields.
“I am very excited about joining the Alta Vista team as the Company is in a unique position as one of only
a very few public companies in the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle sector - a sector that is on the cusp of
expanding dramatically,” stated Mr. Litwin.
The Company has granted Mr. Litwin 300,000 stock options in the Company at a value of $0.10 that will
expire on March 28, 2020. These options will vest over a period of one year.
About Alta Vista Ventures:
Through its wholly owned subsidiaries - Pioneer Aerial Surveys and High Eye Aerial Imaging - Alta Vista
Ventures is implementing its plan to become a full spectrum leader within the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(or ‘UAV’) industry. Alta Vista will continue its growth through expanding the business of its subsidiaries
and the continued evaluation of potential acquisition with the goal of creating a consortium of
businesses that will cover all aspects of the UAV industry.
On behalf of the Board,
“Jason Springett”
Jason Springett
President & CEO
For additional information on Alta Vista Ventures please contact the Company at 604-678-2531
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